CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR CAR COVER SELECTION
Manufactured with a unique 4-layer non-woven polypropylene construction of a rugged Spun Bond outer
layer attached to two melt blown (moisture barrier) middle layers and joined with a softer inner layer to
produce a water resistant fabric that pampers and protects

This investment will prolong the life of your vehicles exterior and interior by protecting the paint, trim,
weather-stripping, dashboard, upholstery, and carpeting. These breathable covers repel water, but won’t
trap moisture as they protect your vehicle finish from sun, dirt, droppings, and other airborne pollutants
that harm the paint - they are great indoors or out.
Your cover is manufactured to the highest quality standards. It has been specially treated to be water
repellent and mildew proof while retaining the all-important “Breathing Quality” necessary for superior
car paint protection. This breathing fabric separates our “Water Repellent” cover from other “Water
Proof” covers which may trap moisture and cause paint and vinyl top damage. Do not be alarmed if
moisture collects between the cover and the vehicle surface. The diamond bond pattern allows air and
humidity to escape preventing paint deterioration from trapped air and moisture. The non-woven fibers
are naturally water resistant and will shed water under normal conditions – in extended rainstorms even
the best fabrics will absorb varying amounts of moisture, but the 4-layer cover dries easily as it allows air
to circulate thru the fibers.

COVER USE:
Depending on the vehicle, many cover patterns have a similar front and rear profile.
identifying “front” label is sewn into the bottom elastic seam at the cover front.

An

EASY FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS:
Always fold and roll in the same direction. Step (1) removal of the cover, (2) fold sides up
toward center of car from nose, (3) roll cover to the rear. For your convenience this cover has already
been rolled for easy installation. To install - simply reverse the folding procedure, starting at rear, unroll
the cover over the top (to the front) of the vehicle and unfold over the sides.

NON-RETRACTABLE ANTENNA:
If your vehicle is equipped with a non-retractable antenna, it will be necessary to provide an
opening in the cover. This can be done by centering the main seams of the cover on this vehicle, mark the
location and appropriate spot. Heat a pointed object (soldering iron or wood burning elements are ideal),
melt the correct size hole being careful to seal all edges completely to avoid places where tears begin.

THEFT DETERRENT:
Optional cable lock – Protect your investment with a “Lock Kit” which includes plastic coated
cable and hardened padlock.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS:
This cover is made of a strong, durable polypropylene fabric which resists common stains, soil,
mildew and rot. Light brushing with a soft brush will remove most dirt. Mud can usually be rinsed out.
The fabric does not required harsh scrubbing to clean soiled area.

FOR PERSISTENT SOILING:
1. Wet soiled fabric area with water
2. Wash area with a mild, non-detergent soap such as Ivory soap. Work into a lather with sponge.
Lightly work the lather into the soiled areas.
3. Rinse thoroughly with large amounts of water to remove residual soap. Residual soap can cause
fabric leakage.
4. Air-dry completely, a minimum of 6-8 hours.
NOTE: While the fabric is soapy, water will pass through. Rinse thoroughly and let dry
completely to restore water repellency. Air drying is recommended. Machine wash or other high
temperature drying methods will damage the fabric.
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